
ATTENTION 
LOCAL ARTISTS 

AB Cares is seeking local artists
to create artwork representing

sources of hope.

Please email Katie at 
katie@dannys-place.org. 

Submissions* deadline is October 10th.  

*Due to limited gallery space, not all submissions may be accepted. 



An opportunity for our community to come together this Fall to engage and
support each other as we learn more about how to prevent suicide. Our

theme is “Sources of Hope.” The presentation will offer scenarios of what
suicide thoughts look like across the lifespan so we can all be more aware

in order to reach out and connect with those in need. We are offering
several ways for the community to engage this topic. One is through art.  

 
 We are seeking local artists to have their artwork installed at the

West Acton Villageworks Gallery for this community event. Art is very
powerful and can have a healing effect on the artist as well as the

viewer. We would like to share artwork from a teenager perspective, a
young adult perspective (20-59 years) and a mature older adult

perspective (59 years and over). Use your favorite medium: paint,
photographs, poems to share your sources of hope. If selected, your

artwork will be on display during the one-night event.

AB Cares Presents: 
Don't Worry Alone: Stories of Hope

Artwork theme: "Sources of hope" in relation to suicide prevention
Size: 11"x17" maximum
Art medium: painting, photograph, poetry, sculpture
Artist Statement: Please include a brief artist bio and statement of what
you would like the audience to know about the work. This will be
displayed with the artwork during the art show
Screening Process: Please note all submissions will be screened by a
panel to review the work to meet specifications regarding size and
appropriate content. 
Note: Due to limited gallery space, not all submissions may be
accepted.

SUBMISSIONS: Please email submissions to Katie at
katie@dannys-place.org by October 10th.  

Artwork Specifications:


